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Abstract. Author Profiling is the task of predicting characteristics of the author 
of a text, such as age, gender, personality, native language, etc. This is a task of 
growing importance due to the potential applications in security, crime 
detection and marketing, among others. An interesting point is to study the 
robustness of a classifier when it is trained with a dataset and tested with others 
containing different characteristics. Commonly this is called cross domain 
experimentation. Although different cross domain studies have been done for 
datasets in English language, for Spanish it has recently begun. In this context, 
this work presents a study of cross domain classification for the author profiling 
task in Spanish. The experimental results showed that using corpora with different 
levels of formality we can obtain robust classifiers for the author profiling task in 
Spanish language. 
Keywords: Author Profiling, Natural Processing Language, Cross Domain 
Classification 
1 Introduction 
The evolution of the World Wide Web sites to the Web 2.0 has mainly implied a 
proliferation of contents created and shared from all kinds of users in different social 
networks. Also, it has facilitated the increment of falsification of identity, plagiarism 
and a significant increase in the traffic of spam data through the Internet. For this 
reason, automatic methods are needed to detect if a given text belongs to a specific 
author, if the gender and age stated by a user of social media is compatible with his/her 
writing style, etc. In this context, the Author Profiling task refers to the identification of 
different demographic aspects like gender [1], age [2, 3], native language [4], emotional 
state [5, 6] or personality [5, 7] of an anonymous author of a text [8]. 
A particular problem concerned with the author profiling task in Spanish language 
is the lack of data for experimentation. For that, it is important to take in advantage of 
all the available data in order to obtain good and enough general classifiers for the 
task and then, to use those for new data that can be collected.  
Traditional machine learning methods construct reliable and accurate models using 
available labeled data. These models are generally tested with data drawn from the 
underlying distribution or domain. Then, a classification model working well in one 
domain could not work as well in another one [9]. Cross domain classification is used 
to tackle that problem.  
For domain we can consider the source of the documents (Twitter, blogs, chats, 
magazines, news, etc) [9], topics (places, politic, food) [10], products (books, 
furniture, movies) [11], research areas (computer science, biology, physics) [11], etc. 
In the present work we define the domain such as the level of “informality” of a text.  
 In PAN-2014 competition an extra experiment of cross domain was held, for both 
English and Spanish languages, which served as a previous work [12]. Thus, here we 
perform several experiments in order to determine the corpus we can obtain a general 
classifier with. 
In this paper we present the results obtained from carrying out cross domain 
experiments. Such tests have not been previously performed in Spanish due to the 
lack of resources in this language and because training with a corpus and then testing  
with another is a recently studied approach. However, cross domain experimentation 
becomes an interesting field for researchers working in actual classification tasks as 
author profiling is. We have used available corpora provided for PAN competitions 
(2013 and 2014) which present a high level of informality in the texts contained. Also 
we have considered a formal corpus named SpanText [13] with similar characteristics 
with respect to those of PAN competitions, in terms of genre and age of people who 
wrote the texts. The results obtained with the experimentation with cross domain in 
terms of informality of the texts demonstrate that reliable classifiers can be obtained 
for the author profiling classification task. 
The cross domain experiments may be helpful for other tasks, besides contributing 
to the author profiling itself. For example, it could be used to generate a classifier 
from a large collection of different types of texts, properly selected. Then, that 
classifier could be used to analyze texts hard to obtain or for analyzing online data. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the 
author profiling task and some concepts related to cross domain experiments. In Section 
3, the main characteristics of the different data collections used in the experimentation 
are presented. Section 4 describes an experimental study about cross domain among the 
available corpora in Spanish language. Finally, in Section 5 some conclusions are drawn 
and future works are proposed. 
2 Author Profiling Task 
Nowadays, the evolution of the Web sites on the Internet and the increasing use of 
social networks like Facebook and Twitter have made available a huge amount of 
information. A large part of this information is in plain text and it can be used to infer 
about the writer. The Author Profiling Task (APT) consists in knowing as much as 
possible about an unknown author, just by analyzing the given text [5]. In this regard, 
profiling tries to determine the author’s gender, age, level of education, geographic 
origin, native language and personality type [1-8]. 
The APT has mainly focused on documents written in English but, according to our 
knowledge, this situation has started to change with papers presented at PAN-2013 
competition [14], when the organizers considered the gender and age aspects of the 
author profiling problem, both in English and Spanish. 
Now, we have several collections in Spanish with different kind of “formality”. That 
is, a corpus is “informal” if the texts have noise like typos, images, hyper-links, 
emoticons, contractions, etc. This noise becomes the corpus in a very challenging 
dataset for any classifier. However, from the results of the competition PAN-2013 it can 
be seen that some approaches like the one used in [15] (the winner of the competition), 
can obtain interesting results even when the nature of the documents makes very 
difficult the classification. Unfortunately, it is unclear how these techniques work when 
these are trained with some corpora and tested with data with a different distribution. 
This was the reason that motivated us to study the cross domain approach. 
When we talk about a domain, in the data mining field, it could be loosely defined 
as a specialized area of interest for which we can develop ontologies, dictionaries and 
taxonomies of information. We can refer to the different scopes (very broad or more 
narrowly specialized domains), or also the type of source from which the texts come 
from (like blogs, forums, etc.), or simply, a domain could be considered as the writing 
style (formal, informal, scientific, etc.). Thus, cross domain can be interpreted in 
several ways. 
However, this paper simply assumed that a domain is a texts collection with a 
particular level of informality. Therefore, a cross domain experiment indicates a 
classification where you train with a corpus with certain level of informality and test 
with other with a different level of informality. Cross domain tests are also called by 
others authors as Domain Transfer experiments [16]. These consist in generating a 
classifier from texts that belongs to a source domain (training set) to apply it to a 
different target domain (test set). In other words, the underlying purpose of this 
concept is to check how well the trained classifier generalizes when it run on a 
different collection of documents. 
3 Data Collections 
We consider three different corpora in Spanish for the experimental study: SpanText 
and others two which were provided by the PAN-CLEF competition in the years 2013 
[14] and 2014 [12]. These latter are called PAN-2013 corpus and PAN-2014 corpus. 
Also, we use a sub-corpus of PAN-2013 which we have proposed for this experimen-
tation. The characteristics of each one are presented below. 
SpanText is a set of “formal” documents written in Spanish extracted from the 
Web [13]. In this context, we use the term “formal” (as opposed to “informal”) to 
refer to those documents whose content has a low percentage of “non-dictionary” 
words, abbreviations, contractions, emoticons, slang expressions, etc. that are typical 
in messaging and the social Web. This dataset consists of a variety of texts that one 
supposes to find in newspapers, students’ reports, books and so on. These “speak” 
about different topics and they were written by Spanish speakers from Spain and Latin 
American countries. Besides, there are only one document (file) per author. 
Two versions of this collection were presented in [13]. They are called “balanced” 
and “unbalanced” versions. However, there is another one called “semi-balanced”, in 
which we are interested. Spantext (like PAN-2013) considers age and gender as the 
basic demographic information for the authors. All the documents are labeled with both 
characteristics. For age detection, it contemplates three classes: 10s, 20s and 30s. In the 
semi-balanced version, the number of documents per class is proportional to the amount 
of PAN-2013’s documents. These are only uniformly distributed with respect to gender. 
Regarding the PAN-2013 collection, it was built automatically with texts from blogs 
and other social networks [14]. The organizers of the competition provided two corpora: 
one in English and other in Spanish language. The dataset was divided into the 
following sub-sets: training, early bird evaluation and final testing. In this work, PAN-
2013 will refer to the training and test sets of the Spanish language. Documents in 
PAN-2013 considered a wide spectrum of topics and they include “informal” text. 
The posts were grouped by author selecting those authors with at least one post and 
chunking in different files with more than 1000 words in their posts. But it also 
included some authors with few and shorter posts. For age classification, this 
collection considers the three same classes as SpanText and it is balanced by gender 
and imbalanced by age group, having more texts in class 20s than in 30s, and more in 
30s than in 10s.  
However, due to the difference between the sizes of SpanText and PAN-2013, it 
was needed to separate a sub-corpus of the latter (called sub-PAN2013), so it has the 
same number of documents per category as the semi-balanced version of the former. 
Thus, the results of diverse experiments can be fairly compared and the difference in 
the results will be limited to other variables, such as the quality of the texts. 
The collection of texts written in Spanish in the PAN-2014 corpus was collected 
semi-automatically from four different sources: social media, blogs, Twitter and hotel 
reviews (the last only provided in the English corpus). In the competition of the year 
2014, the PAN-CLEF organization opted for modeling age in a more fine-grained 
way and considered the following ranges (classes): 18-24, 25-34, 35-49, 50-64 and 
65+ years old. The full collection was also divided into training, early bird evaluation 
and final testing parts. It is worth noting that we could access only to the training set 
and we use that part in the experimental study because the test corpus is not available 
at the time of writing this article. 
Table 1.  Vocabulary (number of words without repetition), number of terms (words), number 
of files and average number of terms for each collection.   
Collection   SpanText PAN-2013 
PAN-2013 
sub-corpus 
PAN-2014 
#Vocabulary 31 504 342 068 29 616 306 809 
#Terms 294 434 22 868 586 294 596 17 686 634 
#Files 1 000 84 060 1 000 1 500 
Average Terms 294 301 294 11 806 
 
 
Table 1 shows the statistics for each full collection. We can observe that PAN-
2013 corpus presents the biggest numbers except in average number of words. This is 
because of its structure, it has more files (or authors) and more wealth in terms of 
writing styles but, the texts are not too long.  
If we compare SpanText with PAN-2014, the latter is 50% bigger than the former, 
but SpanText only has a 10% of vocabulary than its counterpart. PAN-2014 
prioritized the amount of texts from the same author, rather than the number of 
authors. It was probably because these are often short texts due to the source from 
which they came from (e.g. Twitter). This is verified in the amount of average terms 
for document that overcomes highly the other two corpora.  
However, we must emphasize that in this regard SpanText is not far from the PAN-
2013 collection. Perhaps if we could increase the number of documents of SpanText, 
maintaining its characteristics, this corpus would become the most useful. Since the 
proportion between, the amount of repeated words and the vocabulary is 10% for 
SpanText and 1% for both PAN-2013 and PAN-2014. 
4 Experimental Study 
In this section, we describe the cross domain experiments performed using the 
software WEKA [17]. Basically we performed two kinds of studies: APT as a 
classification of documents by gender, and then, considering both together age and 
gender. This is because, as we previously mentioned, the corpus PAN-2014 
considered different age ranges from the ones defined in PAN-2013; in such way that 
we cannot make a join or separation of categories in order to consider the same ranges 
of age for both corpora. 
Table 2(a) shows the information about the cross domain experiments: name of the 
corpus used for training and amount of documents considered, and name of the corpus 
used for testing with the corresponding amount of documents for performing the 
classification only by gender. The same information for the classification by gender and 
age considered together is shown in Table 2(b). From now on, to refer to a particular 
experiment, first we will mention the name of the corpus that was used to train, followed 
by the name of the collection employed to test (short forms of the original names of the 
corpora). For example, SPAN-PAN13 corresponds to the experiment which uses 
SpanText to generate the model and PAN-2013 to validate it. 
Table 2.  List of the cross domain experiments carried out. 
(a) Classifications only by gender  (b) Classifications by age and gender 
Training Docs Test Docs  Training Docs Test Docs 
PAN-2014 1 500 SpanText 1 000  PAN-2013 84 060 SpanText 1 000 
SpanText 1 000 PAN-2014 1 500  SpanText 1 000 PAN-2013 84 060 
PAN-2014 1 500 PAN-2013 84 060  Sub-PAN13 1 000 SpanText 1 000 
PAN-2013 84 060 PAN-2014 1 500  SpanText 1 000 Sub-PAN13 1 000 
SpanText 1 000 PAN-2013 84 060      
PAN-2013 84 060 SpanText 1 000      
We used two traditional models of representation of documents: bag of words 
(BoW) [18] and character trigrams [19]. Regarding the weighting schema, we 
employed: Boolean [18] and tf-idf [20]. We also considered the Second Order 
Attributes (SOA) representation [13] because it has been demonstrated to be effective 
for this task. We have constructed the models and performed the classification using 
Naïve Bayes [21] and LibLINEAR [22] methods. Besides those, we considered an 
interesting approach Sistema de Perfiles (SP) [23] which  generates its own model 
(profiles) using the most frequent character trigrams of the texts (L value) and then 
evaluates the belonging of the test documents in the profiles. It is important to note 
that due to the characteristics of its functioning, we could not use SP for those 
experiments which required to train with the PAN-2014 collection, because it was not 
able to generate the required profiles for the classification. The values for the L 
parameter of SP mentioned in the tables were chosen from carrying out prior 
executions for different values of this, choosing the one with we obtained the best 
accuracy. All approaches were evaluated considering the accuracy as metric. 
4.1 Classifications only by gender 
The percentages of correctly classified instances (accuracy) obtained in the cross 
domain classification only by gender are shown in Table 3. The table is divided into 
three sub-tables (a), (b) and (c) considering three different cross domain experiments. 
The highest accuracy values obtained are highlighted in boldface. The first value is 
the accuracy obtained with Naïve Bayes algorithm and the one after the slash 
corresponds to the accuracy obtained with the LibLINEAR algorithm. 
Table 3.  Accuracy obtained in cross domain classifications only by gender with “Naïve Bayes 
/ LibLINEAR” algorithms. 
 (a) PAN-2014 and SpanText (b) PAN-2013 and SpanText (c) PAN-2014 and PAN-2013 
 PAN14-SPAN SPAN-PAN14 PAN13-SPAN SPAN-PAN13 PAN13-SPAN SPAN-PAN13 
Boolean 
words 
50,0 / 48,2  54,1 / 52,6 53,0 / 58,1 53,1 / 52,1 50,3 / 52,4 57,5 / 67,5 
TF-IDF 
words 
51,7 / 53,6 52,7 / 52,9 51,6 / 60,9 51,1 / 51,9 52,4 / 53,3 58,3 / 64,9 
SOA 
words 
61,2 / 59,4 54,9 / 55,4 60,1 / 53,0 50,1 / 50,0 59,1 / 58,5 61,1 / 62,6 
Boolean 
3grams 
50,0 / 49,8 48,9 / 51,5 51,0 / 55,8 57,7 / 51,6 50,1 / 49,5 50,7 / 58,8 
TF-IDF 
3grams 
50,1 / 53,7 51,3 / 51,3 54,8 / 60,3 50,6 / 50,1 54,9 / 54,6 56,3 / 62,2 
SP 
3grams 
- 54,3 58,7 51,3 - 57,8 
 
The baseline used by PAN-CLEF Lab competition to determine if a two-class 
classifier is acceptable is 50%. Table 3 shows that almost all percentages exceeded or 
equaled this value (48,2; 49,8; 48,9 and 49,5 are the exception). Note that with 
PAN13-SPAN it was not obtained percentages lower than the 50%.  
Figure 1 provides a visual summary of Table 3. The bars with no plot at the left 
correspond to the representation of documents and the bars with plot (dots and 
rhombus) at the right with classifiers. The accuracy shown is the average of all the 
accuracies obtained for each approach for every training corpus used. Furthermore, 
results are shown from the baseline so that it would highlight better the differences 
obtained. It is important to note that words strategies dominate character trigrams 
approaches. 
If we analyze the document representations, in general SOA accomplish the best 
performing, which precisely works with words. Next it follows the SP with character 
trigrams, then, in third and fourth places are the tf-idf representation with words and 
character trigrams respectively. Certainly, with a little more elaborated approaches 
than the simple use of frequencies, it achieves better results. 
Regarding the classifiers, it can be concluded that LibLINEAR is superior. Out of 
the eleven best results in bold, six were obtained with it. Moreover, if an average of 
executions is calculated grouping them by classifier, it results that using LibLINEAR 
the average accuracy is around 60%, while with Naïve Bayes reaches only 56%. 
The highest results were achieved when we trained with PAN-2013 and tested with 
PAN-2014, 67.5% for words and 62.2% for character trigrams. If we make an average 
of all executions in which this corpus was used to train the model, we found that this 
obtained the best percentage. This is also exhibited in Figure 1. Therefore, with 57.8% 
against 52.9% training with PAN-2014 and 51.9% with SpanText, we can say that the 
PAN-2013 collection is the one that generates a more general classifier. 
At the PAN-CLEF competition in 2014, they tested the approaches of the 
participants who participated in 2013 (the approaches were trained with PAN-2013 
corpus) using the 2014 collection (testing with PAN-2014). The SP achieved 69.4% of 
accuracy taking the first position in the final ranking [12]. Observing the results 
obtained we conclude that with the PAN-2013 collection we can get a general model 
able to classify documents from different corpora. Additionally, the results of the 
experiments accomplished in this work, at least for classifications only by gender are 
promising and overcome at least in a 3% the experiments performed on a single domain. 
 
Figure 1.  Summary of the results obtained for the cross domain classification only by gender 
distinguished by representations and classifiers. 
 
4.2 Joint classifications by age and gender 
The results obtained for the cross domain classification considering age and gender 
are shown in Table 4. The best result of each section is highlighted in boldface. The 
baseline for this case is 16% because there are six categories (the combination of 
female and male with the three ranges of age). In Table 4 there are three cases in 
which the percentage does not reach the baseline. The first correspond to SPAN-
PAN13 combination employing words-tf-idf representation and Naïve Bayes. Then, 
the second and third cases use character trigrams-Boolean representation with Naïve 
Bayes classifier, SpanText to train and PAN-2013 (or its sub-corpus) to test. 
However, when an average of the results is calculated, for example based on the 
classifiers, we can say that all the values are over the baseline. 
Table 4.  Accuracy obtained in cross domain classifications by age and gender with “Naïve 
Bayes / LibLINEAR” algorithms. 
 (a) SpanText and PAN-2013 (b) SpanText and sub-PAN2013 
 PAN13-SPAN SPAN-PAN13 subP13-SPAN SPAN-subP13 
Boolean words 19,7 / 26,5 20,1 / 28,1 20,0 / 25,7 19,8 / 28,3 
TF-IDF words 19,3 / 29,5 14,0 / 28,3 24,0 / 24,8 17,5 / 29,6 
SOA words 25,6 / 27,4 28,7 / 27,1 35,1 / 26,4 29,2 / 28,8 
Boolean 3grams 20,5 / 22,8 11,5 / 28,0 25,0 / 23,7 15,1 / 26,9 
TF-IDF 3grams 20,7 / 27,7 24,8 / 26,9 28,4 / 25,5 19,8 / 27,3 
SP 3grams 30,5 25,9 27,5 27,6 
Figure 2 summarizes the information of Table 4. In the bars the different models of 
representation (words and character trigrams) are at the left and they do not have a 
plot. Whereas the bars with dots and rhombus that are at the right, represent the 
behavior of the classifiers. As compared to the cross domain classifications only by 
gender, where words always predominated, here the bars exhibited are more similar 
among them. So it seems that the character trigrams help to distinguish better out the 
six categories. 
Figure 2. Summary of the results obtained for cross domain classifications by age and gender 
distinguished by representations and classifiers. 
 
If we analyze the traditional representations, i.e. Boolean and tf-idf, we obtained 
better results using words when we trained with the complete PAN-2013 corpus 
(Table 4 (a)). In particular, the combination of the tf-idf representation with the 
classifier LibLINEAR has worked considerably well. However, when it is trained 
with SpanText, the character trigrams strategy achieves a higher percentage on 
average. Now if we consider slightly more elaborated approaches in SPAN-PAN13 
combination, the SOA representation is the best at discriminating the different classes. 
Nevertheless, the best overall result for the joint classification by gender and age is 
reached in PAN13-SPAN with the SP. 
Table 4 (b) shows the results obtained with the sub-corpus of PAN-2013 which are 
different than those obtained with the complete corpus of PAN-2013. Even though, 
this case is a specific one thereof. 
In general, regarding the classifiers, Naïve Bayes obtained poor results, highlighting 
even more the difference in performance respect to its counterpart. As we mentioned 
above, LibLINEAR with tf-idf representation using words obtained the second best 
result for cross domain classification by gender and age using the whole corpora. 
Thus, in these experiments the same behavior is observed as in the classifications 
only by gender in which the approaches that use words are better. This is evidenced 
by the 35.1% obtained with the SOA representation in PAN13-SPAN combination. In 
addition, the highest percentage is accomplished again using the sub-corpus PAN-
2013 to train the model. 
5   Conclusions and Future Work 
Cross domain experimentation has started to raise the interest of researchers turning 
their attention to the possibility of building a general enough classifier to classify any 
type of text documents. Hence its importance in the APT in which it is difficult to find 
properly labeled and lesser noise collections of texts, particularly for the Spanish 
language, is significant. For example, to detect pedophiles on the network or other 
kind of tasks that require a real-time response, and where the previous training with 
information which is not necessarily of the same type of the task to evaluate, is 
limited or non-existent. 
In this paper we present a preliminary study considering cross domain author 
profiling classification. We made different experiments considering some corpora for 
training and testing using others considering different level of formality.  
We analyzed the corpora available for APT in Spanish language using different 
representations and classification algorithms. Aiming not only to see how well a 
corpus generalizes a model, but also to evaluate the desirable characteristics that 
should have them, we conclude that the PAN-2013 collection is the one which better 
serves for that purpose. The highest accuracies were obtained with more elaborate 
representations such as SOA and approaches such as SP. Therefore, the results of the 
cross domain experiments obtained in this study turn to be promising, since they get 
close and even exceed the values obtained in experiments conducted in a single 
domain (or inter-domain). 
Finally, it would be interesting to verify how the SP approach would behave when 
it trained with the PAN-2014 collection, and instead of using character trigrams, using 
words or more sophisticated representations. 
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